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§27. Collisionless Kinetic-Fluid Closure 
Sugama, H., Watanabe, T.-H., 
Horton, W. (lnst. Fusion Studies, Univ. Texas) 
A novel closure rnodel is presented to give a 
set of fluid equations \vhich describe a collisionless 
kinetic systern [1 ]. Here, we start frorn the colli-
sionless drift kinetic equation, which is \vritten in 
the \vavenumber representation as 
\vhere fk represents the ion distribution function 
with the wavenumber vector k and k11 = k · b 
denotes the parallel \vavenumber. Here, inhorno-
geneities in the background density and ternpera-
ture profiles are taken into account through W*i = 
(cTi/eB)kj_ · b x Vlnno and T}i = dlnTi/dlnno, 
and the parallel nonlinearity (ejmi)E118jj8v1  is 
neglected. Taking the velocity moments of Eq.(1), 
we obtain fluid equations, 
~ 'k . e¢k 
utnk + z ~llnouk - zw*ino Ti 
~ 2.:: [b · (k' x k")]¢k'nk" = 0, 
k'+k"=k 
(2) 
nomi8tuk + ik11 (Tink + noTk + noe<Pk) 
- no;iC 2.:: [b · (k' X k")]¢k'Uk" = 0, 
k'+k"=k 
(3) 
(4) 
\vhere nk(t) J~ dv ll fk, nouk(t) 
f~oo dvllfkvll, noTk(t) = f~oo dvllfk(miVIT - Ti), 
and qk(t) = f~oo dvllfk(miviT - 3Tivll). We also 
assume the adiabatic electron response and the 
quasineutrality condition, from which we have 
(5) 
A system of the fluid equations (2)-( 4) and the 
quasineutrality condition ( 5) are not closed be-
cause the parallel heat flow qk is included in 
Eq.(4). In order to take account of the time rever-
sal syrnmetry of the collisionless kinetic equation, 
the ne\v closure model relates the parallel heat 
flux to the te1nperature and the parallel flow in 
terrns of the real-valued coefficients in the linearly-
unstable wavenurnber space. 
qk = CyknovtTk+CuknoTtuk (for unstable n1odes). 
(6) 
Here, the coefficients Crk and Cuk are deterrnined 
such that the closure relation is valid both for 
the linear norrnal-nwde solution and its cornplex-
conjugate solution as \vell as for any linear combi-
nation of these solutions. For wavenurnbers corre-
sponding to linearly-stable rnodes, \Ve use the dis-
sipative closure relation qk = CLknovtTk, where 
the cornplex-valued coefficient C Lk is deterrnined 
so as to give the valid relation for the darnping 
n1ode. Effects of the closure rnodel on turbulence 
saturation and anon1alous transport are investi-
gated based on kinetic and fluid entropy balances. 
Using Eqs.(2)-(5), \Ve obtain 
!!_ 2.:: no (~ I nk 12 +~ I uk 12 +~I Tk 12 + Te I e¢k 12) dt k 2 no 2 Vt 4 Ti 2Ti Te 
= ~~ · (-V'lnT;) + .fRe c~2 ik11qk), (7) 
\vhich can be regarded as the fluid entropy balance 
equation. For the quasisteady state in which the 
left-hand side of Eqs.(7) vanishes, we obtain 
(8) 
where \Ve have used Eq.(7) and the kinetic 
entropy balance equation derived from Eq.(1) 
with the n-th moment fluid variables <t?nk(t) = 
(n!) - 1 f~oo d(vllfvt)fk(vll, t)Hn(vii/vt)· Equa-
tion (8) represents the entropy production rate 
in the quasisteady state, \vhere the perpendicu-
lar heat transport in the presence of the back-
ground temperature gradient drives the growth 
of the fluctuations in the high-n moment vari-
ables through the correlation between the paral-
lel heat flux and ternperature fluctuations. Since 
Re( (Tkf2T? )ikllqjJ is deeply dependent on the 
closure relation, turbulence simulations using the 
ne\v closure nwdel rnay give different results on 
the entropy production rate and the anomalous 
heat transport from those obtained by using the 
conventional closure rnodels. 
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